Figure 1.2 Buddy Reading Checklist

◻

Get your reading book.

◻

Find your buddy.

◻

Find a quiet, empty spot to read.

◻

Sit down knee to knee.

◻

Open your books.

◻

Decide who will read first.

◻

Read one page while the buddy follows along.

◻

Switch roles.

◻

Read for at least 10 minutes.

Figure 2.3 The Tree of Whys

The Tree of Whys
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Figure 3.1. Rubric: Can a Frog, Turtle, and Fish Help Us?

Frog Drawing

I am Working
on It!

I Did It!

I named at
least 4 frog
body parts.

I labelled at least 4 frog body parts.
 I did it!
I wrote how they help the frog.
 I did it!

Turtle Drawing I named at
least 4 turtle
body parts.

I labelled at least 4 turtle body parts.
 I did it!
I wrote how they help the turtle.
 I did it!

Fish Drawing

I named at
least 4 fish
body parts.

I labelled at least 4 fish body parts.
 I did it!
I wrote how they help the fish.
 I did it!

Idea Chart

I made a chart I made a chart of at least 10 animal body
of animal body parts.
parts.
 I did it!
I wrote about how they could help a
human.
 I did it!

Invention
Drawing

I drew my
invention to
help humans.

I drew my invention to help humans.
 I did it!
I wrote about how it came from what
I learned about the body parts
of animals.
 I did it!
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Figure 3.2. Rubric: Numbers and Words to Feed Others
Using Numbers and Words to Feed Others
Rubric for the Food Collection Letter

Food List

I am Working
on It!

I Did It!

I Did It And . . .

I wrote a list of
foods we can
collect.

I wrote a list of at least
ten different foods we
can collect
 I did it!

I made sure my
foods are healthy.

I chose foods that that
will not spoil over the
next month.
 I did it!
Food List
Categories

I put each of the
foods I listed
in the correct
Food Plate
category.

I put each of the foods I
listed in the correct Food
Plate category.
 I did it!

I identified foods
that fell into more
than one category
on the food plate.

I used my list to create a
sample meal using the
Food Plate.
 I did it!
My Opinion

I wrote a
sentence about
why people
should donate
to help us
collect the foods
on our food list.

I wrote at least two
sentences about why
people should donate to
help us collect the foods
on our food list.
 I did it!

I explained why the
different types of
food are important.

Pictures for
My Letter

I drew a picture
of the food
items.

I drew pictures of at
least three food items
with numbers of what we
hope to collect.
 I did it!

I drew a picture of
the Food Plate with
pictures of at least
one food item in
each category and
numbers of what
we hope to collect.
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sentences include a
simple subject and
simple predicate

each sentence
focuses on topic

Sentence
Quality

Sentence
Flow

Mechanics includes correct
spelling of grade-level
words, and correct
end punctuation

includes name,
birthplace, and
physical description

Content

Novice
includes

full name

birthplace city and state

physical description (at least hair
and eye colors)

likes and dislikes

at least one other piece of information


Practitioner

all of Practitioner column
plus more detailed
information about at least
two of the criteria listed

Expert

includes correct spelling, grammar,
and punctuation throughout

includes correct
spelling, presenttense grammar,
and end
punctuation

all of Practitioner plus
includes spelling,
grammar, and punctuation
challenges

use of transition words and phrases to sentences follow one
enhance paragraph flow
another with smooth
transitions based on
content and writing
strategies

some sentences
relate to one
another

sentences follow 
some variation in sentence structure all of Practitioner plus

use of one or more other
a similar structure 
use of descriptive words
but include

proper use of clauses and phrases writing strategies
descriptive words

includes full
name, birthplace
city and state,
and physical
description

Apprentice

Figure 3.10. Qualitative Criteria

Figure 3.11. Planning a Playground Rubric: Practitioner Column
Novice

Apprentice

Practitioner

Calculations

accurately determines:
length of schoolyard
width of schoolyard
perimeter of schoolyard
area of schoolyard

Playground
Diagram

uses graph paper to chart:
perimeter and area of
schoolyard
perimeter, area, and
placement of sports
fields
perimeter, area, and
placement of basketball
court
dimensions and
placement of
equipment

Equipment
Data

includes:
survey questions
survey of 50 students
data displayed in bar
graph
graph labels and key
predictions made for
entire student body
based on sample polled

Budget

accurately determines
cost of playground
equipment

Written
Proposal

includes explanation
of design
supports design
with references to
calculations and data
builds an argument
with several points and
supporting statements
for each

Expert
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Figure 3.12. Rubric Criteria Progression
Novice
Graphic
Organizer

includes
opinion and
one supporting
reason

Apprentice
includes opinion
and three
supporting
reasons

Practitioner
includes:
❏ opinion
❏ three supporting
reasons, each
with facts or
details
❏ a conclusion

Expert
all of Practitioner
plus includes at
least one
opposing claim

Figure 3.13. Planning a Playground: Expert Column
Novice

Apprentice

Practitioner

Expert

Calculations

accurately determines:
length of schoolyard
width of schoolyard
perimeter of schoolyard
area of schoolyard

all of
Practitioner
plus explains
the relationship
between area
and perimeter

Playground
Diagram

uses graph paper to chart:
perimeter and area of
schoolyard
perimeter, area, and
placement of sports fields
perimeter, area, and
placement of basketball
court
dimensions and
placement of equipment

all of
Practitioner
plus includes
key for scale

Equipment
Data

includes:
survey questions
survey of 50 students
data displayed in bar
graph
graph labels and key
predictions made for
entire student body based
on sample polled

all of
Practitioner
plus
percentages
are displayed
for each
category

Budget

accurately determines cost
of playground equipment

all of
Practitioner
plus includes
state tax in
total cost

Written
Proposal

includes explanation of
design
supports design
with references to
calculations and data
builds an argument
with several points and
supporting statements
for each

all of
Practitioner
plus uses
calculations to
argue against
a different
proposal
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Figure 4.6 Scaffold for Learning
How-To Sheets

Learning Centers

How-To Videos/Podcasts

Interactive Web Sites

Homework

A Scaffold for Learning

Benchmark Lessons

Small-Group Mini-Lessons

Technology Uses

Individual Tasks

Group Tasks

Peer Experts

Figure 5.1. Sample Activity List for Kindergarten
Morning Choices

A

B

C

D

--------------------------------Required:

Optional:

buddy read

observe
and
record
Choose One or More:

br words

br words

Choose One or More:

5-10-15
skip count

5-10-15
skip count

br words

Figure 5.5. Table Journal: Example 1
Table Journal
Each group member should rank the following statements on a scale of 1 to 5, with
1 being the lowest score and 5 being the highest. Rank independently. Then one
person should record the results of the group by marking how many members rated
each statement with a 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5. Be honest in your assessment!
1

2

3

4

5

The group arrived and got started immediately
without any prompting from the teacher.
The group involved everyone in all aspects of the
work, but still divided responsibilities.
Every member of the group participated
throughout the work session.
All members were encouraged to voice their
opinions.
The group worked through conflicts by discussing
options and reaching consensus.
Group members used their time well.
Discuss how you might work even better as a group the next time and record
ideas here:

Figure 5.6. Table Journal: Examples 2 and 3
Table Journal
As a group, discuss how you have worked differently as a group today as
compared to prior days. What have you learned about working in a group.

Table Journal
This is it: Your last chance to reflect on your work as a group! What was most
effective about your group during this problem-based unit?
How might your group have been even more effective?
If you were to give other students advice on working well as a group, what would
it be?
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M
mastered
PE peer expert
R
needs
reinforcement
HW needs
homework
ML needs smallgroup minilesson

Student
Explains what life might be like without a Constitution

Creates scenarios to explain portions of the Constitution

Creates definitions appropriate for audience

Makes explicit connections to text in descriptions

Expresses meaning in own words

Locates evidence from multiple resources

Applies the Constitution to current situations

Names five rights protected by the Constitution

Explains how Constitution came to be

Names and describes sections of the Constitution

Explains the purpose of the Constitution

Explains how America was governed before the Revolution

Explains what government is

Locates words / phrases to define and research

Figure 6.4. Content Facilitation Grid
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